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CiXX Premium Designer Faucet From Sonoma Forge Bucks Modern Trend
With the blacksmith’s original hammer marks, its rustic style exudes rugged authenticity
(Petaluma, CA, August 29, 2017) Hand forged in
solid brass or stainless steel, each piece in Sonoma
Forge’s CiXX Collection is one of a kind. Pronounced
“six,” the rustic designer faucets, shower systems and
coordinating accessories show the original hammer
marks of the blacksmith on real metal with real
muscle. CiXX aims to carve out a unique niche in today’s
modern-leaning design market.
Vividly distressed surface texture gives CiXX a
distinctive style that brings to mind images of hot metal
being poured and forged. “CiXX is one of our signature
aesthetics that is a direct link to our company name and
background in foundries,” says Sonoma Forge president,
Erik Ambjor. “It’s unique in the market, offering a fresh
rustic alternative to what’s currently trending.”

CiXX Sans Hands deck mount lavatory faucet

CiXX faucets come in wall and deck mount
configurations and are available with Sans Hands
Sensor Faucet Technology by Sonoma Forge. A
suite of coordinating bath accessories, including
decorative hardware, towel holders, mirror, and more
round out the collection. CiXX is also available in
special order finishes.
List price for the CiXX deck mount short lavatory faucet
is $1,450. The tall deck mount is $1,600. CiXX wall
mount lavatory faucet lists for $1,450.

Sonoma Forge CiXX wall mount
with blacksmith hammer marks

About Sonoma Forge
Sonoma Forge is rooted in a rich history of foundries where craftsmen hand forge metals. We celebrate the art of
skillful metalworking and the beauty of metal in our unique line of designer faucets and tub fillers, dramatic shower
systems, and coordinating bath accessories. Our distinctive product lines offer homeowners design options with a
refreshingly masculine sense of style that enhances the urban loft and country villa equally. Sonoma Forge’s attention
to artistry detail is supplemented with innovative technology in models offered with Sans Hands, our exclusive sensor
faucet technology. All Sonoma Forge products are handcrafted and assembled by artisans dedicated to forging the
finest, most extraordinary products on the market. For more information about Sonoma Forge, call 1-800-330-5553
or visit www.sonomaforge.com
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